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SUMMARY

In vertebrate embryos, anterior tissues are generated
early, followed by the other axial structures that
emerge sequentially from a posterior growth zone.
The genetic network driving posterior axial elonga-
tion in mice, and its disturbance in mutants with pos-
terior truncation, is not yet fully understood. Here, we
show that the combined expression of Cdx2 and T
Brachyury is essential to establish the core signature
of posterior axial progenitors. Cdx2 and T Brachyury
are required for extension of a similar trunk portion of
the axis. Simultaneous loss of function of these two
genes disrupts axial elongation to a much greater
extent than each single mutation alone. We identify
and validate common targets for Cdx2 and T Bra-
chyury in vivo, including Wnt and Fgf pathway com-
ponents active in the axial progenitor niche. Our
data demonstrate that integration of the Cdx/Hox
and T Brachyury transcriptional networks controls
differential axial growth during vertebrate trunk
elongation.

INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of early post-implantation mouse develop-

ment has increased considerably in recent years, thanks to the

refinement of new molecular genetic approaches and the accu-

mulation of morphogenetic information (Rivera-Pérez and Had-

jantonakis, 2014). This is true in particular for the anterior-to-pos-

terior growth of embryonic tissues in the three germ layers. The

genetic regulation of posterior axial elongation is an evolution-

arily conserved process in bilaterian animals (Martin and Kimel-

man, 2009; Neijts et al., 2014). In the mouse, progenitors that

supply cells for the different axial tissues of the trunk and tail

during the sequential laying down of the anteroposterior (AP)

structures are present along the primitive streak. Some of these

progenitors are generating mesoderm exclusively, whereas a

particular population residing in the anteriormost part of the

streak represents bipotent neuromesodermal progenitors

(NMPs) that retain the capacity to generate both neural and

mesodermal lineages (Cambray and Wilson, 2002, 2007; Tzoua-
Cell Repor
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nacou et al., 2009;Wymeersch et al., 2016). NMPs have received

considerable attention, as they possess self-renewing proper-

ties (Gouti et al., 2014; Tsakiridis et al., 2014; Turner et al.,

2014) and are a key cell population that drives the successive

steps of axial tissue generation.

Cdx genes are known to be involved in axial elongation,

because their inactivation in mice gave rise to embryos with

a shortened axis (Chawengsaksophak et al., 1997; van den

Akker et al., 2002). All three Cdx genes contribute to this func-

tion, the most potent being Cdx2 (Chawengsaksophak et al.,

2004; van Rooijen et al., 2012). Cdx genes are expressed early

in the primitive streak and later in the tail bud, where they are

required for growth of posterior embryonic tissues until the

axis is fully extended. Mutants totally missing active Cdx

genes develop anterior structures normally but fail to generate

any post-occipital tissue (van Rooijen et al., 2012). Cdx2 null

mutants are impaired in generating their axis posteriorly

to somite 7 to 12. Inactivation of Cdx1 and/or Cdx4 does

not alter axial elongation, but the truncation phenotype of

Cdx2 null mutants is more severe in combination with the

inactivation of one of the other two Cdx genes. Rescue exper-

iments in vivo (Young et al., 2009) and in embryos in culture

(van Rooijen et al., 2012) have indicated that Cdx genes act

in axial elongation at least in part by maintaining Wnt and

Fgf signaling active in the posterior growth zone, suggesting

that these may represent key downstream targets for Cdx

transcriptional activity.

In addition to Cdx, another transcription factor required for

complete posterior axis elongation is T Brachyury (T Bra). T

Bra is expressed in the primitive streak and early mesoderm at

gastrulation stages, and in the growth zone of the tail bud subse-

quently until around embryonic day (E)14.5 (Wilkinson et al.,

1990). Similar to Cdx2 null mutants, T Bra null embryos generate

about seven somites, after which axis elongation is impaired. In

addition, the neural tube is kinked in its posterior portion and

abnormal somites are observed. This is likely due to the fact

that T Bra plays a role inmesoderm specification as well as in so-

mitogenesis (Martin, 2016; Wilson and Beddington, 1997). We

now show that the null mutations in Cdx2 and T Bra synergize

in their effects on embryonic axial elongation.We aimed at inves-

tigating whether this synergism, added to the similarity between

the posterior truncation phenotypes of Cdx2 and T Bramutants,

results from the same molecular mechanism of action. Similar to

the situation for Cdx2, T Bra regulates theWnt signaling pathway
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(Martin and Kimelman, 2008) and the Fgf pathway, as Fgf8 was

identified as a target of T Bra in differentiating mouse embryonic

stem cells (Lolas et al., 2014).

Recent work demonstrated that the co-expression of T Bra

and the stem cell marker Sox2 is linked to a core transcrip-

tional signature in these NMPs (Olivera-Martinez et al., 2012;

Wymeersch et al., 2016). T Bra is required for the activity of

the axial progenitors contributing descendants at axial levels

posterior to somite 7, the region described above to be

dependent on Cdx2 for its generation. In order to understand

whether Cdx2, like T Bra, maintains the axial progenitor niche

proficient, and how this is executed by these transcription fac-

tors, we set out to determine and compare the downstream

programs of both Cdx2 and T Bra during posterior axis elon-

gation. We used a homogeneous ex vivo system based on

pre-gastrulation embryo-derived epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs)

as a model for the posterior growth zone of the embryo.

When induced with Wnt and Fgf, these cells closely represent

the primitive streak epiblast, including the NMPs described

above (Tsakiridis et al., 2014; Tsakiridis and Wilson, 2015).

We performed genome-wide binding analysis for direct tar-

gets of Cdx2 and T Bra in these cells by chromatin immuno-

precipitation with massively parallel sequencing (ChIP-seq).

We identified an overlapping set of target genes, including

members of the Fgf and Wnt signaling cascades. We validated

the Cdx/T Bra-binding regions as transcriptional enhancers of

the target genes using lacZ reporter assays. We propose that

Cdx2 expression participates in the core signature of NMPs

and conclude that Cdx2 and T Bra stimulate axial extension

by directly co-activating the Wnt and Fgf growth signaling cas-

cades, both at the level of the axial progenitors themselves

and at the level of their niche.

RESULTS

Epiblast Stem Cells Are a Valid Model of Posterior
Embryonic Elongation
Posterior elongation of the axis to generate the trunk and tail tis-

sues occurs from cell progenitors in the primitive streak region in

the posterior part of the mouse embryo between the late streak

and early somite stages and around E14.5. Several transcription

factors and signaling pathways are known to be instrumental in

this process, as shown by the posterior truncation phenotype re-

sulting from their invalidation in mutants. This is the case for T

Bra (Herrmann et al., 1990) and Cdx2 (Chawengsaksophak

et al., 2004) and genes of the Wnt (Galceran et al., 1999; Takada

et al., 1994) and Fgf (Hoch and Soriano, 2006; Naiche et al.,

2011) pathways.

To study these processes, we used a model for posterior

axis elongation. EpiSCs can be directed toward a primitive

streak-like fate byWnt3a (or theWnt agonist CHIR99021; Chiron)

and Fgf. A proportion of these cells qualify as NMPs that

contribute descendants to the elongating trunk and tail tissues

(Tsakiridis et al., 2014) (Figure 1A). Induced EpiSCs exhibit spe-

cific features of axial stem cells, as shown by the increased avail-

ability of the Sox2 N1 enhancer, which represents a hallmark of

the bipotent NMPs (Takemoto et al., 2011) (Figure S1A). We first

measured changes in gene expression in EpiSCs after induction
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by Wnt3a or the Wnt agonist Chiron and Fgf, following a time

course up to 72 hr. Typical markers for posterior axial extension,

Cdx2, T Bra, Wnt3a, and Cyp26a1, were transcriptionally highly

stimulated in comparison with their expression in non-treated

EpiSCs (Figure 1B; Figure S1B), showing that EpiSCs exposed

to Wnt and Fgf activate the pathways utilized by progenitors of

axial tissues in vivo. Validation of EpiSCs as a reliable model

for the elongating embryonic axis was further strengthened by

the comparison of whole-transcriptome analysis of EpiSCs

before and after Chiron and Fgf8 stimulation. RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq) analysis uncovered 655 genes that were differentially

expressed (false discovery rate [FDR] <0.05) (Table S1). Gene

ontology (GO) analysis of significantly upregulated genes (fold

change >2) revealed that the gene families that were affected

were predominantly involved in pattern-specification processes

and anteroposterior pattern formation (Figure 1C).Cdx2was one

of the genes that was highly induced in the Chiron- and Fgf8-

treated EpiSCs, and the protein showed homogeneous expres-

sion throughout the cell population (Figure 1D).

Direct Targets of Cdx2 in Wnt- and Fgf-Induced EpiSCs
and Embryo Tail Buds
In order to identify the direct targets of Cdx2, ChIP-seq was

performed using an anti-Cdx2 antibody in EpiSCs induced with

Chiron and Fgf8 for 24 hr; 3,682Cdx2-binding regionswere iden-

tified from two replicates by MACS (Zhang et al., 2008) (Table

S2). By performing motif analysis on regions 200 bp around the

summit of peaks, the Cdx2 binding consensus sequence was

found to be the top enriched motif (Figure 2A; Figure S2E). The

majority of binding regions were localized distal to transcription

start sites (Figure S2A). GO analysis of Cdx2 ChIP-seq binding

regions (fold enrichment >5) using the GREAT ‘‘basal plus exten-

sion’’ rule (McLean et al., 2010) demonstrated enrichment of

genes involved in processes associated with regionalization,

AP patterning, and stem cell differentiation and development.

Interestingly, the top signaling pathway-enriched term in the

GO analysis was the Wnt signaling pathway (Figure 2B). Wnt

pathway genes with active Cdx2-binding regions in their vicinity,

as demonstrated by H3K27ac enrichment, are Fzd10, Lef1, and

Wnt5a (Figure 2C). We assigned the 3,682 Cdx2-binding regions

to a total of 3,970 genes using GREAT (Table S6).

To independently validate these Cdx2 targets in embryos

in vivo, we also performed RNA-seq analysis in dissected

tail buds of E8.0 Cdx mutant and wild type (WT) embryos.

We compared the transcriptome of two- to five-somite-aged

Cdx triple null embryos, which exhibit posterior truncation,

with the transcriptome of Cdx1-Cdx4 double mutants (Cdx1-

4 null), which are not impaired in their axial elongation, and

that of age-matched WTs. We found that the sets of genes de-

regulated in Cdx null mutants versus WT, and in Cdx null mu-

tants versus Cdx1-4 null, were similar, whereas the compari-

son between Cdx1-4 null and WT embryos uncovered only a

few genes with a significant expression change (Figure 2E;

Table S3); 172 genes were downregulated and 215 genes

were upregulated in Cdx triple null compared to WT embryos

(fold change >1.3; p value <0.05). This confirmed at the gene

expression level that Cdx2 is the key player in the process of

axial elongation.



Figure 1. Cdx2 Expression Is Induced by Wnt and Fgf Signaling in EpiSCs

(A) Induced EpiSCs as a model system for posterior embryonic development. Posterior gene expression is highlighted in purple.

(B) Induction time course of Cdx2 expression and expression of markers for posterior axial extension upon Chiron stimulation for up to 72 hr. Values represent

expression relative to 0 hr and normalized to the housekeeping gene Ppia. Error bars represent SD of at least two biological replicates.

(C) Top GO functional categories identified by DAVID analysis of RNA-seq upregulated genes in WT EpiSCs induced for 24 hr by Chiron/Fgf8. The length of the

bars corresponds to the p value (x axis).

(D) Immunofluorescence staining using anti-Cdx2 antibody (red) in WT EpiSCs un-induced (0 hr) and induced (24 hr) with Chiron/Fgf8. Nuclear staining is blue

(DAPI). Scale bar, 25 mm.

See also Figure S1.
Next, we determined the overlap between the set of Cdx2-

bound loci revealed by the ChIP-seq experiments in WT

EpiSCs and the up- and downregulated genes in the RNA-seq

performed on Cdx triple mutant versus WT embryos (Figure 2D);

43.0% of the genes downregulated, and 27.4% of the genes

upregulated in Cdx triple null mutant embryos, had at least one

Cdx2-bound region assigned to them, suggesting that Cdx2

binding plays a more frequent direct role in gene activation.

Most interestingly, several genes of the Wnt and Fgf pathways

were bound by Cdx2 and downregulated in Cdx mutants (Fig-

ure 2E), convincingly demonstrating that Cdx2 directly stimu-

lates these signaling pathways and that this stimulation is

an essential and limiting step for embryonic posterior axial

elongation.

A particular category of Cdx2 targets that is worth

mentioning in the context of axial elongation concerns the

Hox gene clusters. Cdx2 binds to the Hox1–Hox9 subset of

Hox genes in each cluster (Figures S2B and S2C), and these

genes are upregulated in Wnt- and Fgf-induced EpiSCs and
downregulated in Cdx triple null embryos with the exception

of Hoxa1 (Figure S2D). This is in line with the collaborative

role of central Hox genes in axial elongation reported previously

(Young et al., 2009). Given our previous genetic data on the

antagonistic role of Hox13 genes in the Cdx/Wnt/Fgf-supported

axial elongation process at the trunk-to-tail transition in the

mouse (van Rooijen et al., 2012; Young et al., 2009) and the

inhibitory effect of Hox13 proteins on Wnt signaling docu-

mented in transient electroporation studies in chick embryos

(Denans et al., 2015), we asked whether the direct targets of

Cdx2 in the Wnt and Fgf pathways are also bound by Hox13

gene products. Binding-motif analysis for these Hox gene fam-

ily transcription factors revealed that Hox13 proteins bind the

same consensus sequence as Cdx proteins (Figure S2F). We

previously demonstrated that precocious expression of Hox13

proteins, using the Cdx2 promoter (Cdx2P), causes posterior

truncation of the embryonic axis (Young et al., 2009). Cdx2P-

Hoxb13 homozygous mice manifested a moderate truncation

of their tail. We used transgenic embryos from these mice to
Cell Reports 17, 3165–3177, December 20, 2016 3167



Figure 2. Cdx2 Directly Targets Genes in the Wnt and Fgf Signaling Pathways

(A) Sequence logo of the top enriched motif in Cdx2-bound 200-bp summit regions identified in induced EpiSCs by the SeqPos motif tool in Galaxy Cistrome.

(B) Top overrepresented ‘‘biological process’’ categories identified by GREAT analysis of top significant Cdx2 ChIP-seq binding regions. The length of the bars

corresponds to the binomial raw (uncorrected) p value (x axis).

(C) ChIP-seq tracks for H3K27ac (blue) and Cdx2 (red) corresponding to the genomic regions containing Fzd10, Lef1, and Wnt5a. Solid bars under each track

represent the MACS peak-calling identified regions.

(D) Overlap of genes identified by the basal plus extension association rule from Cdx2 ChIP-seq in induced WT EpiSCs (gray circle) with genes upregulated (red

circle) and downregulated (blue circle) from Cdx triple null versus WT embryos in RNA-seq analyses.

(E) Differentially expressed genes in Cdx triple null versusWT and in Cdx triple null versusCdx1-4 null embryos linked toWnt and Fgf signaling pathways with their

corresponding log2 fold changes. Asterisks indicate genes bound by Cdx2 from ChIP-seq analysis in induced WT EpiSCs.

See also Figure S2.
investigate whether precocious Hoxb13 could exert its growth-

antagonistic effect by binding to the Wnt and Fgf targets of

Cdx2. We made use of the FLAG tag in front of the

Hoxb13 N terminus (Figure S2G) to immunoprecipitate chro-

matin of dissected tail bud versus anterior trunk tissues of

Cdx2P-Hoxb13 embryos, and measured the enrichment of

recovered DNA by qPCR for four different Cdx2 targets

belonging to the Wnt and Fgf pathways (Figure S2H). This re-

vealed that Hoxb13 binds these Cdx2 targets very efficiently

in vivo. In addition, Cdx2 targets such as T Bra—a Cdx2 target

essential for axial growth—is strongly downregulated by over-

expression of Hoxc13 in the posterior part of E10.5 transgenic

embryos in vivo (Young et al., 2009). We conclude that the

slowing down of axial elongation by Hox13 proteins may be
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executed by their direct binding to the same regulatory ele-

ments as Cdx2, and thereby arresting Cdx-dependent growth

signaling.

Functional Validation of Cdx2 Direct Targets Involved in
Embryonic Posterior Axial Elongation
To verify the involvement of a number of Cdx2-bound loci in the

process of axial elongation in embryos, we determined whether

the expression of these target genes was affected in Cdx triple

null mutant embryos using in situ hybridization (ISH). Expression

of Fzd10, Wnt5a, and Fgf8 was decreased in the posterior parts

of E8.0 mutant embryos compared to their age-matched con-

trols (white arrows in Figure 3A and Figure S3A). Expression of

Cdx2-bound genes was also quantified by qPCR in E7.5 WT



Figure 3. Cdx2 Directly Acts on Chromatin to Target Gene Transcription Involved in Embryonic Posterior Axial Elongation

(A) Left: ISH on E8.0WT andCdx triple null embryos using a Fzd10 probe.White arrows indicate posterior expression. Scale bar, 100 mm. Right: Fzd10 expression

levels in WT and Cdx triple null E7.5 embryos. Values represent expression relative to the internal control gene. Induction time course of Fzd10 expression in WT

and Cdx triple null EpiSCs upon Chiron stimulation for up to 72 hr. Values represent expression relative to WT EpiSCs at 0 hr and normalized to Ppia. Error bars

represent SD of at least two biological replicates.

(B) Left: activity of the Cdx2-bound Fzd10 region coupled to a lacZ reporter in E9.5 embryos. Scale bar, 1 mm. Right: ATAC-seq profiles at the promoter region of

Fzd10 (red box) in un-induced and inducedWT and Cdx triple null EpiSCs and in early embryos. The asterisk highlights the Cdx2-binding region tested in the lacZ

reporter assay. The arrow shows less opening of the Cdx2-binding regions in induced Cdx triple null EpiSCs. The arrowhead shows this Cdx2-binding region is

fully open in embryos when Cdx2 expression is initiated. Red solid bars (above) represent the MACS peak-calling identified regions.

(C) ATAC-seq profiles at the Lef1 locus.

See also Figure S3.
and Cdx triple null embryos, as well as in non-induced and

inducedWT andCdx triple null EpiSCs, demonstrating that these

genes are dependent on Cdx for their transcription (Figure 3A;

Figure S3D).

Cdx2-binding regions were tested for enhancer activity using

lacZ reporter assays in transgenic mice. The Cdx2-binding re-

gion upstream of Fzd10 drives lacZ expression specifically in

the posterior part of E9.5 transgenic embryos (Figure 3B).

Furthermore, the Cdx2-binding regions identified near Fgf8,

Wnt5a, and Spry4-Fgf1 correspond to conserved genomic

regions between human and mouse that have been validated

previously as enhancers with posterior embryonic activity

(Figure S3B; VISTA Enhancer Browser hs511, hs1472, and

hs1640) (Visel et al., 2007).

DNA accessibility analysis (assay for transposase acces-

sible chromatin with high-throughput sequencing [ATAC-seq])

showed that the Cdx2-binding regions near Fgf8, Wnt5a,

Spry4-Fgf1, and Rspo3 and, to a lesser extent, Fzd10 are more

accessible after induction of WT EpiSCs with Chiron and Fgf

(Figure 3B; Figures S3B–S3D) (peaks distal to Rspo3 were

confirmed to be associated with the Rspo3 promoter; data not
shown). Similar results were found for a Cdx2 target site in the

Cdx2 regulatory region (Benahmed et al., 2008) and a region

near Lef1, the gene encoding an executive transcription factor

of the Wnt pathway (Figure 3C; Figure S3C). These Cdx2-bound

regions become accessible in induced WT EpiSCs, whereas

they do not become accessible in induced Cdx null EpiSCs.

Moreover, most of these regions only become accessible in

E7.8 embryos in vivo, consistent with the unavailability of Cdx

proteins at earlier stages (Figures 3B and 3C; Figures S3B–S3D).

A more comprehensive analysis of Cdx2-dependent en-

hancers revealed that a large number of genes in the Wnt

and Fgf pathways are bound by Cdx2 and also fail to become

accessible in induced Cdx triple null EpiSCs (Table S4).

Several of these genes also become accessible in E7.8

embryos (highlighted in Table S4). GO analysis revealed re-

gions bound by Cdx2 that are inaccessible in Cdx triple

null EpiSCs are enriched for genes associated with transcrip-

tional regulation and include transcription factors that are

essential for pattern specification (Table S4). These data

suggest that Cdx2 could act as a pioneer transcription factor

(Zaret and Mango, 2016) that initiates the expression of
Cell Reports 17, 3165–3177, December 20, 2016 3169



important downstream target genes, among which are Wnt

and Fgf signaling components.

Next, we determined the overlap between the set of regions

that become accessible at E7.8 and those that fail to become

accessible in induced Cdx null EpiSCs (Figure S3F). Seventy-

nine percent (107 out of 136) of these enhancers do bind

Cdx2, and become accessible in a Cdx-dependent way in

EpiSCs and in embryos. This high percentage is also in line

with a role of Cdx2 as a pioneer factor.

Opening of the chromatin at the Cdx2-binding enhancers, a

prerequisite for target gene transcription in induced EpiSCs

and in embryos, therefore depends in most cases on the pres-

ence of the Cdx protein. Collectively, these data indicate that

Cdx2 binds to and activates enhancers of genes belonging to

the Wnt and Fgf pathways, and that binding and activation are

abolished in Cdx triple null EpiSCs and embryos.

Cdx2 and T Bra Are Co-expressed in the Posterior Axial
Progenitor Region, and Double Mutants Exhibit a
Truncated Phenotype More Severe Than Each Single
Mutant
Inactivation of Cdx2 and T Bra leads to a posterior truncation of

the embryonic axis at a similar axial level. We therefore set out to

compare the expression pattern of these two genes in detail.

Expression of Cdx2 in the embryo proper begins in the posterior

part of the primitive streak at the late streak stage (E7.2). Expres-

sion then spreads rostrally along the streak in the epiblast and

more weakly in the nascent mesoderm. Transcription of Cdx2

is strong in the streak region and in the presomitic mesoderm

at E8.5 and E9.5 (Figure S4A) and fades away by E12.5 (Young

et al., 2009).

Initial expression of T Bra in the posterior part of the E6.0 egg

cylinder precedes primitive streak appearance (Rivera-Pérez

andMagnuson, 2005). T Bra is expressed in the epiblast abutting

the streak and in the nascent mesoderm ingressing through the

streak at E8.5 and E9.5 (Figure S4A). T Bra transcription is down-

regulated in the tail bud at the end of the axial extension around

E14.5 (Cambray and Wilson, 2007). Both Cdx2 and T Bra are

expressed at high levels in posterior embryonic tissues during

the developmental period between E7.5 and E10.5 that corre-

sponds to the generation of trunk tissues (Figure 4A). Both genes

start to be downregulated around the trunk-to-tail transition, re-

sulting in a drop of transcription around E12.5 for Cdx2 and

E14.5 for T Bra.

Examination of the distribution of the active chromatin mark

H3K27ac in the neighborhood of Cdx2 and T Bra confirms that

these loci are active in E9.5 embryonic tail bud tissues, whereas

they are not in anterior tissues of the same embryos (Figure 4B).

Moreover, a similar H3K27ac profile is observed in induced

EpiSCs (Figure 4B), confirming that these EpiSCs are a valid

model for the posteriorly elongating embryonic tissues.

Cdx2 null mutant embryos are arrested after 7–12 somites (van

de Ven et al., 2011). T Bra null embryos do not generate more

than about 7 somites, and their neural tube at posterior levels

is kinked and abnormal (Rashbass et al., 1994) (Figure S4B).

Double-mutant embryos were generated from intercrosses of

Cdx2 conditional homozygotes carrying a null allele of T Bra

and a Rosa26-Cre ER(T2) allele. These embryos clearly exhibit
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a more severely truncated phenotype posteriorly than each sin-

gle mutant (Figure 4C). Furthermore, double mutants are missing

all posterior tissues that form a tail bud in the WT and single mu-

tants (highlighted in Figure 4C). In the mesoderm that is gener-

ated, only three to five disorganized somites can be discerned

after ISH with the somitic markerMox1 (Figure 4C, lower panels).

The T Bra null mutation affects somite morphogenesis, as visible

in T Bra null and Cdx2 null/T Bra null embryos. Embryos lacking

both functional Cdx2 and T Bra generate head and occipital

structures exclusively.Cdx2 and TBra thus cooperate in their ac-

tion in such away thatmissing both genes together ismuchmore

deleterious for growth of the embryonic trunk than missing each

one at a time.

In order to further understand the basis of the Cdx2/T Bra

double-mutant phenotype, we examined the distribution of

the Cdx2 and T Bra proteins in the posterior part of the em-

bryo from which the axis extends. Co-staining of transverse

sections of the posterior part of E8.5 embryos with antibodies

against T Bra and Cdx2 demonstrates that both proteins are

present at the same location where NMPs are known to

reside (Figure 4D). Cdx mutants, like T Bra mutants, form

ectopic neural structures at posterior levels (van de Ven

et al., 2011; Yamaguchi et al., 1999) (Figure S4D), strength-

ening the notion that both of these genes control the NMP-

dependent growth of the posterior embryonic axis. Mutants

in the niche factor Wnt3a also exhibit posterior ectopic neural

structures (Yoshikawa et al., 1997), indicating that these tran-

scription factors and signaling pathways act in the same

network to orchestrate axial extension by modulating the

NMP population.

Cdx2 and T Bra Collaborate in Directly Activating a Wnt
and Fgf Gene Regulatory Network
Previous work has shown that mouse Cdx (Bialecka et al., 2010;

van de Ven et al., 2011) and zebrafish T Bra (Martin and Kimel-

man, 2008, 2010) affect axial elongation at least in part by impair-

ing the posterior progenitor niche. We find that T Bra andCdx2 in

the mouse are co-expressed in the NMP region from which axial

tissue expands throughout the duration of trunk axial elongation.

Our observations that Cdx2 null and T Bra null mutations add

their effects in impairing axial elongation of the embryonic trunk

prompted us to test whether Cdx2 and T Bra stimulate posterior

growth signaling by co-activating genes of the Wnt and Fgf

pathway.

Cdx2 and T Bra are strongly transcribed in the posterior tis-

sues of E7.5 until E10.5 embryos (Figure 4A; Figure S4A). Several

genes of theWnt and Fgf pathways, amongwhich areWnt3a and

Fgf8, are also expressed in posterior embryonic tissues, similar

to Cdx2 and T Bra (Figure S5A). We therefore performed ChIP-

seq for T Bra in induced EpiSCs to investigate whether there

are common targets for T Bra and Cdx2 in embryonic posterior

tissues. We identified 1,215 T Bra-binding regions from two rep-

licates by MACS (Zhang et al., 2008) (Table S5). The T Bra-bind-

ing motif (Kispert and Herrmann, 1993) is one of the top enriched

motifs in the uncovered binding regions, 200 bp around the sum-

mit of the peaks (Figure 5A). The other motifs correspond to the

binding sequences of other T box transcription factor-encoding

genes (Figure S5C). GO analysis of T Bra ChIP-seq data showed



Figure 4. Cdx2 and T Bra Are Co-expressed in the Axial Progenitor Region and Collaborate in Driving Axial Extension

(A) Schematic representation of the expression level of Cdx2 (red) and T Bra (green) in the posterior part of developing embryos. Developmental stages are along

the x axis; the trunk-to-tail transition is indicated (blue dashed line).

(B) H3K27ac ChIP-seq tracks corresponding to the genomic regions containing Cdx2 (top panels) and T2/T Bra (bottom panels) in anterior tissue, tail bud tissue,

and WT EpiSCs induced for 24 hr with Chiron/Fgf8.

(C) Top panel (left to right): WT,Cdx2 null, TBra null, andCdx2 null/T Bra null E8.5 embryos. TheWT embryo has 12 somites, theCdx2 null embryo shown here has

10 somites, the T Bra null embryo has 6 recognizable somites, and the Cdx2 null/T Bra null mutant embryo has 4 or 5 identifiable somites. Scale bar, 200 mm.

Bottom: expression of the somite markerMox1 in WT and mutant embryos by ISH. The WT embryo has 15 somites, the Cdx2 null embryo shown here has 7 or 8

somites, the T Bra null embryo has 5 recognizable somites, and theCdx2 null/T Bra null mutant embryo has 4 identifiable somites. White brackets highlight tissue

missing in Cdx2 null/T Bra null mutant embryos. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(D) Left: Cdx2 and TBra immunofluorescence staining on transversal sections of the posterior region of thewild-typemouse embryo at E8.0. The axial progenitors

(NMPs) reside at the level between the anterior primitive streak and the node-streak border (NSB, white dotted circle). Scale bar, 50 mm. Right: graphic of the

posterior part of the embryo; black solid lines represent the level of each section, and the posterior growth zone is highlighted in green. A, anterior; P, posterior; N,

node; OV, otic vesicle; S, somite PS, primitive streak.

See also Figure S4.
enrichment for genes expressed in the mesoderm and primitive

streak (Figure 5B) with peaks distal to transcription start sites

(Figure S5B). When comparing the series of T Bra- and Cdx2-

bound regions, a number of common target genes were identi-

fied (Figure 5C). Importantly, among these common targets are

several genes belonging to the Wnt and Fgf pathways, including

Wnt ligands (Figure S5D; Table S6). These were all associated by

at least some criteria with activation of their target gene expres-

sion in embryos and in EpiSCs (Figure S5D). Upon examination

of the list of these common targets of Cdx2 and T Bra together

versus Cdx2 and T Bra alone (Table S6), it appears that Cdx2
binds many more loci in the Wnt and Fgf pathways than T Bra

does. Notably, T Bra and Cdx2 bind to each other’s gene locus

(Table S6) without affecting each other’s transcription in single-

mutant embryos (Chawengsaksophak et al., 2004; Lolas et al.,

2014; van de Ven et al., 2011). Nevertheless, according to our

RNA-seq data and previous work, T Bra is significantly downre-

gulated in Cdx triple-mutant embryos (Table S3) (van Rooijen

et al., 2012).

Some loci binding both Cdx2 and T Bra exhibit binding of

these factors at non-overlapping sites, for example Myc, Tle3,

and Tcf7l2 (Figure 5D). For these genes, ATAC-seq experiments
Cell Reports 17, 3165–3177, December 20, 2016 3171



Figure 5. Cdx2 and T Bra Bind Common Genes of the Wnt and Fgf Signaling Pathways

(A) Sequence logo of the top enriched motif in T Bra-bound 200-bp summit regions identified in induced EpiSCs by the SeqPos motif tool in Galaxy Cistrome.

(B) Top overrepresented ‘‘MGI expression: detected’’ categories identified by GREAT analysis of T Bra ChIP-seq binding regions. The length of the bars cor-

responds to the binomial raw (uncorrected) p value (x axis). TS, Theiler stage.

(C) Overlap of Cdx2- and T Bra-bound genes identified by the GREAT basal plus extension gene association rule.

(D) ATAC-seq profiles at Myc, Tle3, and Tcf7l2 loci in embryos at increasing developmental stages.

See also Figure S5.
demonstrated that chromatin accessibility increases at both

Cdx2 and T Bra peaks in embryos at stages when NMPs

contribute to trunk axial extension compared to early embryos

(Figure 5D). A subset of the genes that bind both Cdx2 and T

Bra do so in regions that also exhibit enhancer properties

(H3K27ac enrichment and/or open chromatin) (Figure 6A).
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Loci that bind T Bra only were Foxa2 (found to bind T Bra in hu-

mans aswell) (Faial et al., 2015) andMesp1,Mesp2,Ripply2, and

Tbx6. The latter targets concern an independent additional func-

tion for T Bra in regulating mesoderm fate, which Cdx2 does not

share (Figure S5E). This explains the difference in appearance of

the posterior tissues when T Bra is inactive.



Figure 6. Cdx2- and T Bra-Co-bound Re-

gions Activate Genes of the Wnt and Fgf

Signaling Pathways In Vivo

(A) ChIP-seq for H2K27ac, Cdx2, and T Bra and

ATAC-seq for E7.8 embryos in the genomic re-

gions containing Rspo3 (top panels), Fgf8 (middle

panels), and Fgf4-Fgf15 (bottom panels). Embryo

tracks are in bold. Asterisks indicate regions

further tested in lacZ transgenic assays.

(B) Activity of Cdx2- and T Bra-co-bound regions

coupled to the lacZ reporter in E9.5 WT embryos.

Top: Rspo3 distal enhancer 2; middle: Fgf8 prox-

imal enhancer and Fgf8 distal enhancer; bottom:

Fgf4-Fgf15 enhancer. Scale bar, 1 mm.

(C) Cdx2 and T Bra occupancy by ChIP-qPCR in

posterior versus anterior E9.5 embryonic tissues.

Enrichment of each region following immunopre-

cipitation with anti-Cdx2 and anti-T Bra antibody is

calculated as fold enrichment over negative

anterior embryonic tissue. Neg chr3 is a negative

control region.

See also Figure S6.
To functionally validate the involvement of commonly bound

regions in genes of the Wnt and Fgf pathways by T Bra and

Cdx2 in vivo, we performed lacZ reporter assays to test their ac-

tivity. These assays confirmed that the T Bra- and Cdx2-co-

bound regions near Rspo3, Fgf8, and Fgf4-Fgf15 specifically

activate gene transcription in the posterior region of E9.5 em-

bryos (Figure 6B). Interestingly, Cdx2 binding sites identified by

our Cdx2 ChIP-seq were more conserved than T Bra binding

sites, and common binding sites were highly conserved (Fig-

ure S6A). The sequences corresponding to the peaks that were

tested in lacZ assays were also found to be strongly conserved

evolutionarily between human and mouse (Figure S6B). Valida-

tion of Cdx2 and T Bra enrichment at these latter loci was per-

formed by ChIP-qPCR in embryonic tail bud versus anterior tis-

sues at E9.5 (Figure 6C). Binding of both Cdx2 and T Bra to

regions corresponding to the genes of theWnt and Fgf pathways
Cell Reports
discovered in our ChIP-seq experiments

was found to be exclusive for posterior

embryonic tissues (Figure 6C). The data

collectively demonstrate that Cdx2 and

T Bra bind together to genes of the Wnt

and Fgf pathway and that this binding

causes target gene activation, a prerequi-

site for maintenance of the posterior pro-

genitor niche in embryos.

DISCUSSION

Cdx, T Bra, and Axial Extension
from Posterior Progenitors
In the mouse embryo, trunk tissues

are formed from populations of progeni-

tors arising within the epiblast at the

beginning of somitogenesis. Progenitors

located between the node and the ante-

rior end of the primitive streak, called the
node-streak border (NSB), have been shown to constitute a

population of stem cell-like NMPs (Cambray and Wilson,

2002, 2007) that contribute descendants to long axial dis-

tances. These NMPs were defined by co-expressing T Bra

and Sox2. Epiblast cells abutting the NMP region posteriorly

on both sides of the primitive streak have been called the

caudo-lateral epiblast (CLE) (Wilson et al., 2009). The progeni-

tors in the most posterior part of the CLE and NMP regions differ

in their dependence on signaling pathways. Canonical Wnt was

shown to regulate the size of the NMP population (Wymeersch

et al., 2016) and is believed to maintain this progenitor pool,

whereas the mesoderm progenitors in the posterior CLE are

less dependent on this signaling. These data set the stage on

which the action of T Bra and Cdx2 play their role in ensuring

trunk and posterior axial extension from the posterior progeni-

tor populations by sustaining Wnt and Fgf signaling in the
17, 3165–3177, December 20, 2016 3173



Figure 7. Schematic Representation of the

Loss of Wnt and Fgf Signaling in Cdx and

T Bra Mutant Embryos and the Model for

Maintenance of the Niche

(A) Schematic dorsal view of E8.5 (left to right) WT,

Cdx2 null, T Bra null, Cdx triple null, and Cdx2 null/

T Bra null mutant embryos. The Wnt and Fgf

signaling gradient is in blue. Somites are formed

irregularly in T Bra mutants (light brown). Al,

allantois.

(B) Model of the Cdx2, T Bra, Wnt, and Fgf gene

regulatory network to maintain the niche for axial

extension. Hox13 binds to Cdx2 targets to

antagonize Cdx2 action and contributes to axial

termination.
NMP niche. The co-expression of Cdx and T Bra in NMPs and

their niche, theCdx2 and T Bramutant phenotypes, their rescue

byWnt, and the binding of Cdx and T Bra at Wnt pathway loci all

suggest that these transcription factors regulate the NMPs and

anterior CLE populations of progenitors. Besides NMP pool

amplification and maintenance, Wnt signaling plays an addi-

tional role in driving the differentiation choice of NMPs. The

T Bra and Cdx2 loss of function and precocious expression of

Hox13 affect this differentiation choice of the NMPs as shown

by the fact that in all these situations, ectopic neural tissues

are formed posteriorly in embryos. The data collectively estab-

lish Cdx2 expression as an essential factor in the signature of

NMPs, together with T Bra. Interestingly, T Bra/Ntl was reported

to bind to genes specifying posterior fate in zebrafish embryos

(Morley et al., 2009), one of which was cdx4. T Bra and Cdx

therefore may belong to an evolutionarily conserved mecha-

nism driving NMP development. In addition, our data indicate

that Cdx2 is likely to act as a pioneer transcription factor on

genes that maintain the niche of these NMPs.

Both Cdx2 and T Bra Directly Activate Genes Sustaining
Posterior Axial Elongation in NMPs and Their Niche
Cdx2 and T Bra proteins are essential for NMP maintenance in

the embryonic posterior growth zone. The NMP niche is depen-

dent on both Wnt and Fgf, as proven from the posterior trunca-

tion phenotype of mutants in the Wnt (Galceran et al., 1999; Ta-

kada et al., 1994) and Fgf pathways (Hoch and Soriano, 2006;

Naiche et al., 2011). The functional activation of Wnt and Fgf

pathway loci upon binding of Cdx2 and TBra indicates that these

transcription factors are actively contributing to axial growth at

the time embryos generate their trunk. Our ChIP-seq experi-

ments identify some of the ligands and agonists of the Wnt and

Fgf pathways that are directly targeted by both Cdx2 and T
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Bra. As reported for adult intestinal stem

cells (Clevers et al., 2014), we conclude

that Cdx2- and T Bra-expressing NMPs

stimulate and maintain their own niche.

Collaboration of Cdx and T Bra in
Embryonic Trunk Morphogenesis
TheCdx genes are required for the gener-

ation of the complete post-occipital part
of the axis. This is in line with Cdx genes being paraHox genes

(sharing ancestry with the Hox genes), exclusively involved in

the generation and patterning of the trunk and posterior tissues.

Despite the fact that T Bra is expressed much earlier than when

NMPs start contributing to trunk elongation (early somite stage;

Wymeersch et al., 2016), T Bra null mutants generate a normal

anterior part of their axis, including occipital tissues and the first

seven somites. It has been proposed that other T box genes that

bind the same motif as T Bra possibly account for the axial

growth during the generation of the anterior set of somites in T

Bra null mutants (Gentsch et al., 2013). Whatever it may be,

Cdx2 loss of function reduces the amount of posterior axial tis-

sue made in T Bra mutants to the remaining occipital section

of the axis in the compound mutants. The fact that the double

mutants lacking both Cdx2 and T Bra exhibit a severe posterior

truncation at the same axial level as the Cdx null mutants (Fig-

ure S4C) suggests that the action of Cdx2 on posterior tissue

generation is similarly supplemented by either Cdx1 and Cdx4,

as shown before (van Rooijen et al., 2012), or by T Bra. This re-

sults from the fact that two partially redundant systems, T Bra

and Cdx, converge in their output on the growth signaling activity

in the axial progenitor niche. This is illustrated in Figure 7A.

Cdx, T Bra, and the Hox Genes Instruct the Trunk-to-Tail
Transition and the Termination of Axial Growth
T Bra and Cdx2 are indispensable driving forces for trunk axis

extension. Previouswork showed that genes in themiddle region

of the Hox clusters could assist Cdx in supporting trunk axial

growth (Young et al., 2009). We found that Cdx2 binds to many

sites in the anterior andmiddle part of the Hox clusters in EpiSCs

and in embryos, and upregulates these genes in both these sys-

tems. This upregulation, added to the autoregulation of Cdx2

and to its cross-regulation by T Bra, insures a robust output of



Cdx and Hox stimulators on trunk axial growth. The situation

changes after the trunk-to-tail transition. Cdx genes are downre-

gulated by E12.5 and T Bra by E14.5. In addition, the posterior

Hox genes, such as Hox13, which are turned on later than the

anterior and central genes of the clusters, are expressed at

high levels in the growth zone after the trunk-to-tail transition.

Hox13 gene products have been shown to repress axial growth

when expressed precociously, antagonizing the action of ante-

rior and central Hox and Cdx genes (Young et al., 2009). A

repressive function of Hox13 on more anterior Hox genes was

recently demonstrated mechanistically for HoxA genes in the

limb (Beccari et al., 2016). Due to this repressive function,

Hox13 proteins would interrupt the transcription of any anterior

and central Hox gene that would still be expressed in the growth

zone after the trunk-to-tail transition. This negative regulation of

Hox13 on more anterior Hox genes would occur spatially in the

region where NMPs are located. In addition, our data show bind-

ing of Hox13 and Cdx2 on the same genes of the growth

signaling pathways. We therefore propose that the Cdx2/Hox

trunk-stimulating loop is weakened at the trunk-to-tail transition

by the dual action of Hox13 proteins that on one end repress

more anterior Hox genes and on the other end antagonize

Cdx2 binding. In addition to the downregulation of T Bra and

Cdx (Young et al., 2009), this reduces Wnt and Fgf signaling in

the growth zone, exhausting the niche of the NMPs, and foresha-

dowing the termination of axial elongation (Figure 7A).

This study establishes Cdx2 as a key transcriptional compo-

nent that collaborates with T Bra in the maintenance of the

NMPs and their niche during trunk axial elongation in embryos

(Figure 7B). In addition to being downregulated after the trunk-

to-tail transition, Cdx2 is counteracted by Hox13 proteins,

ensuring axis extension termination.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Mouse Strains

All experiments using mice were performed in accordance with institutional

and national guidelines and regulations, under the control of the Dutch Com-

mittee for Animals in Experiments. All mice were in the C57Bl6j/CBA mixed

background. The Cdx2 conditional allele was described previously (Stringer

et al., 2012) and the T Brachyury2J deletion allele was described previously

(Herrmann et al., 1990). Details of all transgenic mice are described in Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures. ISH of transcripts in mouse embryos was

performed as described previously (Young et al., 2009).

EpiSC Derivation and Culture

WT and Cdx triple null pre-streak embryos (E6.0) were isolated in M2 medium;

extraembryonic tissue and surrounding primitive endoderm were removed as

described previously (Neijts et al., 2016). Detailed cell-culture and induction

procedures are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

RNA-Seq

Mouse embryos were isolated at E8.0 as described previously (Young et al.,

2009); eight dissected tail buds were pooled for each replicate (three- to

five-somite stage). For mRNA sequencing, 10 ng of total RNA was used as

starting material and processed using the CEL-Seq protocol (Hashimshony

et al., 2012) described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

ChIP and ChIP-Seq

ChIP-seq was performed on EpiSCs according to a standard ChIP protocol.

Detailed ChIP-seq analysis is described in Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures. ChIP on 50 E9.5 tail bud and anterior mouse embryonic tissue was

performed as described previously (Amin and Bobola, 2014). For differential

posterior versus anterior E9.5 embryonic tissues, posterior tissues were the

posterior parts of the embryos dissected at the level of the last formed somite,

and anterior tissues were taken between the branchial arches and forelimb

bud. Antibodies are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

ATAC-Seq

ATAC-seq was performed as described previously (Neijts et al., 2016).

Statistical Analysis

For ChIP-seq experiments, statistically significant enriched regions for Cdx2, T

Bra, and H3K27ac were identified using MACS (Zhang et al., 2008) with a p

value threshold of 10�5. For RNA-seq experiments, statistically significant

differentially expressed genes were identified using DESeq2 (Love et al.,

2014). An FDR of <0.05 was used. For heterogeneous embryonic material,

genes with a p value of <0.05 were identified.
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